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Some California lawmakers want to hold the nation’s big box retailers responsible for labor abuses
by trucking companies that haul their goods.

State legislators offered the proposal Tuesday in response to revelations in a USA TODAY Network
investigation of trucking companies that take advantage of drivers.

“It's something long overdue,” said state Senator Ricardo Lara, who wrote the bill with fellow
Democrats Sen. Steven Bradford and Assemblywoman Lorena Gonzalez Fletcher. “People are
anticipating us to solve this issue.”

The bill would require the California Labor Commissioner to publish a list of companies that failed
to satisfy judgments against them after state regulators and judges determined they had cheated
their drivers out of fair pay by calling them contractors instead of employees. Companies on the list
would also be required to disclose their violation histories before singing new deals with corporate
customers.
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Retailers that then do business with those same companies will be jointly liable if workers obtain
future judgments.

“We’re saying if you’re knowingly contracting with companies that have final judgments,” Lara
added, “then you’re liable.”

ORIGINAL INVESTIGATION: RIGGED: Forced into debt.Worked past exhaustion.Left with nothing

Containers are stacked and stored after being unloaded from ships in the Port of Long
Beach. (Photo: Omar Ornelas/USA TODAY Network)

“Opposing this bill is indefensible,” California Labor Federation legislative director Caitlin Vega said
through a spokesperson. “Corporate giants must take responsibility for the conditions of their
workers.”

Weston LaBar, CEO of the Harbor Trucking Association, said the bill is a misguided attempt to
overregulate the industry and restrict drivers’ freedom to work as independent drivers.

“This is another example of a California politician who doesn’t understand the drayage [port
trucking] industry,” LaBar said in an email. “This assault on the trucker’s right to choose their
business model needs to stop.”

The reforms mark a drastic shift in responsibility in an industry that has long operated underground,
detached from the national consumer brands that depend on port trucking companies deep in their
supply chain.
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The USA TODAY Network previously reported that more than 1,100 California port truck drivers
have filed labor complaints in civil court and with the state labor commissioner since 2008. That
year a new California environmental law required trucking companies serving state ports to replace
old trucks with new, cleaner rigs.
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Vahe Olmassakian was forced to sell his family home after incurring in debt by his truck. He
continued to work with the financial help of his sister. (Photo: Omar Ornelas, The Desert Sun via
USA TODAY Network)

TRUCKER SERIES: How trucking companies that cheat drivers dodge penalties

To avoid the cost, many companies pushed their independent drivers into lease-to-own contracts
that they didn’t understand and could not afford, the USA TODAY investigation found. When drivers
got sick or fell behind on payments, trucking companies fired them, seizing their trucks and tens of
thousands of dollars they had paid toward buying them.

The result has been nearly $40 million in judgments handed down by the California Labor
Commissioner against port trucking companies since 2012.

The USA TODAY investigation linked the trucking companies with the most labor violations to
dozens of retail brands, including Target, Hewlett-Packard, Hasbro, J.Crew, UPS, Goodyear, Ralph
Lauren and more. The federal government, including the U.S. Department of Defense, also relies on
port trucking companies with histories of labor violations.

Tuesday’s proposed legislation would alert corporate customers to the trucking companies with
unsatisfied penalties leveled against them.
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Historically, port trucking companies have successfully used legal loopholes, shell companies and
bankruptcy protection to dodge the punishment labor court judges have handed down.

After USA TODAY published the investigation, the port trucking industry experienced months of
upheaval, including lawsuits from both truckers and the Los Angeles City Attorney that demand
companies stop systematically exploiting their workers.

In February, officials in Long Beach voted unanimously to move forward with a plan to stop what
Mayor Robert Garcia called “exploitative working conditions” for truck drivers at the port. That plan
mirrors the early stages of another initiative in Los Angeles, where city councilmembers adopted
audit measures to identify and possibly ban companies with histories of labor violations.  
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THE BIG PLAYERS: Powerhouses such as Target, Costco benefit while drivers plunge into debt

USA TODAY NETWORK investigation uncovers enterprise corruption and mistreatment of
hundreds of truckers in the U.S.

Trucking companies exposed in the network's reporting have lost business. At least one executive
resigned. State and federal agencies have launched investigations into potential worker exploitation
and forced labor.

“The revelations about the abuse of workers in the port trucking industry should outrage every
American,” Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., wrote in a November letter to President Trump, calling for an
executive order to investigate port trucking companies and ban government agencies from
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contracting with them. “It is time for us to end this exploitation.”
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